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Colleagues,

Good Tuesday morning!

It's good to be back home after our week-long, 1,200-mile Leaf Peepers Bus Tour.
Lots of great scenery - not to mention lobster and clam chowder galore - greeted us
in New England, even if we were maybe a week early for the full turn of colors although this tree in New Hampshire's White Mountains put on quite a show.
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I thank colleague Jim Hood for taking Connecting's editor reins during my absence
and so ably keeping you updated with the latest news from the AP and the industry.
Please join me in thanking him for carving time from his schedule to take on the
work.

Jim used almost all of your submissions and the mailbox is empty. It's up to you to
remedy that. I look forward to hearing from you.

We lead today's issue with a story from Columbia Journalism Review that notes the
most dangerous place to be for a journalist in the United States is covering a
protest. That's perhaps not news to some of you, but I am asking you to send along
for your Connecting colleagues your own experiences in facing danger at a protest
you covered, and how you handled it.

Have a great day!

Paul
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'Put the camera down'

Covering protests has become the
riskiest job in journalism

Photographs Courtesy of NBC News/Frank Thorp V

By Peter Sterne and Jonathan Peters
Columbia Journalism Review
The most dangerous place to be a journalist in America is at a protest.

That's a key early takeaway from the U.S. Press Freedom Tracker, a nonpartisan
website launched in August that documents press freedom incidents around the
country. As of mid-September, the database had logged 20 arrests and 21 physical
attacks on journalists this year, most of them at public demonstrations.

The Committee to Protect Journalists and the Freedom of the Press Foundation
developed the tracker with support from more than two dozen other journalism
organizations, including CJR. The tracker collects data points from news stories and
tips, and it's free to use. It's also needed now more than ever.

With his near-daily denouncements of the press, the president has helped normalize
abuses against journalists by ordinary people. Public trust in the press is low, and a
growing number of Americans see journalists as part of an elite coastal
establishment that doesn't understand them or share their interests.

Read more here.
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Nick Ut - From Hell to Hollywood, and
another deserved photo award
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Our colleague Nick Ut (Email) was honored this past weekend by the Photographic
Society of America with its International Understanding Through Photography
(IUTP) award that "recognizes an accomplished photographer whose images and
their presentation have clearly contributed to the advancement of understanding
among people."

Nick spoke to the group about his Pulitzer-winning photo of the 9-year-old girl, Kim
Phuc, who was severely burned by napalm during the Vietnam War, and how he
originally got involved in war photography as a 16-year-old.

Nick spoke about his life throughout his 51 years with The Associated Press, from
which he retired as Los Angeles photographer earlier this year. Although his early
years were spent covering conflicts in Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos, and then the
war zone in North and South Korea, he ended up in southern California covering
wild fires, riots, earthquakes, the Rodney King troubles, the O.J Simpson case,
Hollywood celebrities, the Olympics and the Pope.

Connecting mailbox
Bill Sikes (Email) - A few thoughts on Campbell Gardett's recognition of
photographers' writing in the Oct. 5 edition of Connecting:

Perhaps years of writing succinct captions leads to better word-smithery. Extraneous
words waste space.

Good captions use Hemingway's literary techniques. He wrote short sentences. He
used a limited word palette. He chose active verbs. He emphasized nouns and
verbs rather than adjectives and adverbs.

Perhaps photographers use words like photographs: to show rather than tell.

Verbal clutter detracts in the text, just as visual clutter does in the photograph. Every
word should focus the reader on the central point. Less is more.

Limitless space in the digital world has spawned rambling writing, while attention
spans and time of engagement to websites are shorter than ever.

Perhaps if we want folks to read what we write, we should think more and type less.
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A new Missouri Hall of Famer

Longtime friend and Connecting colleague Vicki Russell (Email) was among a group
of journalists recently inducted into the Missouri Newspaper Hall of Fame.

Vicki is at left in the photo above with Kansas City AP regional director Kia Breaux
and Paul Stevens, who were invited to her table at the event in Springfield, Missouri.
She is the former publisher of the Columbia Daily Tribune and long an AP supporter
during her years in Columbia and at the Fulton Sun.

AP Exclusive: Corruption probe
prompts reviews of NCAA teams
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This Sept. 26 AP ﬁle photo shows ac ng U.S. A orney for the Southern District of New
York, Joon H. Kim, le , and FBI Assistant Director William Sweeney, Jr., right, hold a press
conference to announce the arrest of four assistant basketball coaches from Arizona,
Auburn, the University of Southern California and Oklahoma State on federal corrup on
charges, in New York. (AP Photo/Bebeto Ma hews)
By EDDIE PELLS

The spate of arrests, details of under-the-table bribes to teenagers and the downfall
of one of the sport's best-known coaches has triggered uncomfortable soulsearching among the institutions at the heart of college basketball, including internal
reviews by more than two dozen schools of their own prominent programs.

At stake is the future of a business that, over the span of 22 years ending in 2032,
will produce $19.6 billion in TV money for the NCAA Tournament, known to the
public, simply, as March Madness.

The NCAA distributes those billions to its conferences and universities, and that
figure doesn't include the millions splashed around by shoe companies, who play an
outsized role in the success of the programs and the careers of some of their top
players.

More than two dozen universities with major hoops programs - including Louisville,
where Hall of Fame coach Rick Pitino was fired Monday after 16 seasons - have
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responded to news of the sport's bribery scandal by conducting internal reviews of
their compliance operations.

The Associated Press asked 84 schools, including all the nation's power programs,
and six top conferences about their response to the arrests that upended college
hoops mere days before practices for the 2017-18 season began around the
country.

Of 64 schools that responded, 28 said the probe prompted their own internal
reviews. So did the Pac-12 Conference, which formed a task force to dive into the
culture and issues of recruiting.

Read more here.

Connecting wishes Happy Birthday

To
Brian Bland - blandcbhs@aol.com

Stories of interest
How to survive a nuclear bomb in DC (yes,
really)
By Kyle Feldscher
Washington Examiner
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You'll have about 10 minutes between finding out a nuclear bomb is heading for
Washington on a ballistic missile and the moment it explodes over the city.

At least that's the best guess from experts. And that's really a best-case scenario if
the bomb comes from a North Korean missile. If it's a Russian or Chinese missile
carrying a nuclear bomb? Even less.

Most Washingtonians have spent at least a little time over the past few weeks
wondering what's going to happen as Kim Jong Un and President Trump rattle
sabers on Twitter and in the press. The nuclear war tightrope is a difficult one to
walk, but both men seem determined to do so and it's caused a renewal of interest
in what sort of nuclear protocols the city has on hand.

Here's the reality: Nuclear war is just as terrifying now as it was in the Cold War and
there's not a lot you'll be able to do to protect yourself - but there are some things.

Tom Nichols, a professor at the Naval War College, says it's very simple.

"The long and short of this is why Eisenhower was not a big fan of civil defense
programs. There's not a lot you can do," he said.

Read more here.

-0-

Denmark's answer to the 'War of the Worlds'
broadcast was an ad for coffee (CPH Post)
By DAVE SMITH

And to think we thought fake news originated during the 2016 US presidential
campaign, and that spoof news was invented by the BBC's flagship current affairs
program 'Panorama' in 1957, when it fooled thousands into believing spaghetti was
a plant grown in Italy. To be fair, it was back when the banana was still considered
an exotic fruit, although it was on April 1 ...
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No, set your clocks back to 1904 - yes, over three decades before Orson Welles'
famous 'War of the Worlds' radio broadcast in 1938, which caused panic across the
United States - and how a now infamous advert for a coffee house on the front page
of Politiken caused panic by deliberately masquerading as a serious news story
about extraterrestrial life.

Some 101 years later, the publication of the Mohammed Cartoons in JyllandsPosten would go on to provoke a backlash across the Islamic world, but in its own
way, the reaction to the advert for Dalsgaard's Coffee Company was no less fervent
amongst the religious community in Denmark, with its creator even receiving a death
threat.

Read more here. Shared by Sibby Christensen.

-0-

A prison newsroom mourns its former editor in
chief, recently released and then killed in a
crash (LA Times)

Jorge Heredia, an inmate, le , and Jesse Estrin, a facilitator, right, comfort one another
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during an emo onal mee ng, mourning the loss of Arnulfo Garcia at San Quen n State
Prison. Chris na House / Los Angeles Times

By ESMERALDA BERMUDEZ

Down past the prison yard, where blue lilies grow near a fence topped with barbed
wire, the men who manage one of the nation's only inmate-run newspapers were
mourning.

The front page of their next edition would mark the death of Arnulfo Garcia, who had
been their editor in chief - and so much more.

Garcia had come to San Quentin State Prison as a heroin addict and burglar. He
had transformed himself over more than 16 years into a beloved leader and living,
breathing symbol of hope and redemption.

At the prison, they called him jefe because he ran the San Quentin News. They
called him pachuco because in his youth he used to walk with such swagger. They
loved his dry chili peppers, which he carried in his pocket and passed out to them
like candy.

And they felt such hope for him when he walked out to freedom in July, full of big
plans for not just his but their future.

He was deep into those plans two months after his release when he got in a car with
his sister. She was driving. They were in a crash. Both were killed.

Read more here.

The Final Word
Everything With Wi-Fi Has a Newly Discovered
Security Flaw. Here's How to Protect Yourself
(Time)
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A recently discovered vulnerability could allow attackers to intercept sensitive data
being transmitted between a Wi-Fi access point and a computer or mobile device,
even if that data is encrypted. The flaw, known as KRACK, affects WPA2, a security
protocol widely used in most modern Wi-Fi devices.

In some cases, a hacker could exploit KRACK to inject malware such as
ransomware into websites, according to KU Leuven's Mathy Vanhoef, the
researcher who discovered the vulnerability. Vanhoef's findings were reported by
tech site Ars Technica early Monday morning.

Here's an overview of what to know about the vulnerability, and how you can protect
your devices.

Read more here.

Today in History - October 17, 2017

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 17, the 290th day of 2017. There are 75 days left in the year.

Today's Highlight in History:

On Oct. 17, 1931, mobster Al Capone was convicted in Chicago of income tax
evasion. (Sentenced to 11 years in prison, Capone was released in 1939.)
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On this date:

In 1610, French King Louis XIII, age nine, was crowned at Reims, five months after
the assassination of his father, Henry IV.

In 1777, British forces under Gen. John Burgoyne surrendered to American troops in
Saratoga, New York, in a turning point of the Revolutionary War.

In 1807, Britain declared it would continue to reclaim British-born sailors from
American ships and ports regardless of whether they held U.S. citizenship.

In 1919, Radio Corp. of America was chartered.

In 1933, Albert Einstein arrived in the United States as a refugee from Nazi
Germany.

In 1941, the U.S. destroyer Kearny was damaged by a German torpedo off the coast
of Iceland; 11 people died.

In 1957, the movie "Jailhouse Rock," starring Elvis Presley, had its world premiere in
Memphis, Tennessee.

In 1967, Puyi (poo-yee), the last emperor of China, died in Beijing at age 61.

In 1979, Mother Teresa of India was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.

In 1987, first lady Nancy Reagan underwent a modified radical mastectomy at
Bethesda Naval Hospital in Maryland.

In 1989, an earthquake measuring 7.1 on the Richter scale struck northern
California, killing 63 people and causing $6 billion worth of damage.

In 1992, Japanese exchange student Yoshi Hattori was fatally shot by Rodney
Peairs in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, after Hattori and his American host mistakenly
knocked on Peairs' door while looking for a Halloween party. (Peairs was acquitted
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=ed6abb69ca&jsver=BNKYf1ymS-0.en.&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15f2a74a5cbc89f1&siml=15f2a74a5cb… 13/16
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of manslaughter, but was ordered in a civil trial to pay more than $650,000 to
Hattori's family.)

Ten years ago: President George W. Bush, raising Beijing's ire, presented the Dalai
Lama with the Congressional Gold Medal and urged Chinese leaders to welcome
the monk to Beijing. Comedian Joey Bishop, the last of Sinatra's "Rat Pack," died in
Newport Beach, California, at age 89. Singer Teresa Brewer died in New Rochelle,
New York, at age 76.

Five years ago: Federal authorities in New York said a Bangladeshi student had
been arrested in an FBI sting after he tried to detonate a phony 1,000-pound truck
bomb outside the Federal Reserve building in Manhattan. (Quazi Mohammad
Rezwanul Ahsan Nafis was sentenced to 30 years in prison.) The St. Louis
Cardinals took a 2-1 lead in the National League Championship Series by beating
San Francisco 3-1 in a game delayed 3 1/2 hours by rain at Busch Stadium.

One year ago: A long-awaited offensive to retake the Iraqi city Mosul (MOH'-sul)
from the Islamic State group began with a volley of U.S.-led coalition airstrikes and
heavy artillery bombardments on a cluster of villages east of the militant-held city.
Orbital ATK's unmanned Antares rocket blasted off from Wallops Island in Virginia
on a supply mission to the International Space Station; it was the first flight of an
Antares since a launch explosion in 2014.

Today's Birthdays: Actress Marsha Hunt is 100. Actress Julie Adams is 91. Country
singer Earl Thomas Conley is 76. Singer Jim Seals (Seals & Crofts) is 75. Singer
Gary Puckett is 75. Actor Michael McKean is 70. Actress Margot Kidder is 69. Actor
George Wendt is 69. Actor-singer Bill Hudson is 68. Astronaut Mae Jemison is 61.
Country singer Alan Jackson is 59. Movie critic Richard Roeper is 58. Movie director
Rob Marshall is 57. Actor Grant Shaud is 57. Animator Mike Judge is 55. Rock
singer-musician Fred LeBlanc (Cowboy Mouth) is 54. Actor-comedian Norm
Macdonald is 54. Singer Rene' Dif is 50. Reggae singer Ziggy Marley is 49. Actor
Wood Harris is 48. Singer Wyclef Jean (zhahn) is 48. World Golf Hall of Famer Ernie
Els is 48. Singer Chris Kirkpatrick ('N Sync) is 46. Rapper Eminem is 45. Actress
Sharon Leal is 45. Actor Matthew Macfadyen is 43. Rock musician Sergio Andrade
(an-DRAY'-day) is 40. Actress Felicity Jones is 34. Actor Chris Lowell is 33. Actor
Dee Jay Daniels is 29.

Thought for Today: "To talk to a child, to fascinate him, is much more difficult
than to win an electoral victory. But it is also more rewarding." - Colette,
French author (1873-1954).

Got a story or photos to share?
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Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days?
Don't keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by
sending to Ye Olde Connec ng Editor. And don't forget to
include photos!
Here are some suggestions:
- Second chapters - You finished a great career. Now
tell us about your second (and third and fourth?)
chapters of life.
- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in
supporting your work during your AP career.
- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall story that you
covered.
- "A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess up with a memorable mistake
in your journalistic career.
- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service spanned two or
more generations.
- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on
such work they can do themselves.
- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?
- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and
what you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us
a while.
- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.

Paul Stevens
Editor, Connec ng newsle er
paulstevens46@gmail.com
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